Considering music as a sequence of events with multiple complex dependencies, the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture has proven very efficient in learning and reproducing musical styles. However, the generation of rhythms requires additional information regarding musical structure and accompanying instruments. In this paper we present DeepDrum, an adaptive Neural Network capable of generating drum rhythms under constraints imposed by Feed-Forward (Conditional) Layers which contain musical parameters along with given instrumentation information (e.g. bass and guitar notes). Results on generated drum sequences are presented indicating that DeepDrum is effective in producing rhythms that resemble the learned style, while at the same time conforming to given constraints that were unknown during the training process.
Introduction
Developing computational systems that can be characterized as creative (Deliège & Wiggins, 2006) has long been the focus of research. Such systems raging tasks from melody and chords' composition to lyrics and rhythm. With the advent of Deep Learning architectures numerous research works have been published using different types of Artificial Neural Networks and, especially the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks for composing music since these are capable of modeling sequences of events (e.g. (Hadjeres & Pachet, 2016; Kalingeri & Grandhe, 2016) and (Briot et al., 2017) for further references).
To the best of our knowledge there is limited word addressing learning and generating percussion (drum) progressions with such architectures (Hutchings, 2017; Choi et al., 2016) . Most of these methods focus on the generation of sequences that imitate a learned style. However, the performance of human drummers is potentially influenced, e.g. by what the guitar and bass player plays, while the tempo of a song affects the density of their playing.
In this work we present DeepDrum, a combination of LSTMs and Feed-Forward (FF), or Conditional, modules capable of composing drum sequences based on musical parameters, i.e. guitar and bass performance, tempo, grouping and metrical information. DeepDrum is able to combine implicitly learned information (LSTM) and explicitly defined conditions (FF), allowing the generation of drum rhythms that resemble a musical styles through implicit learning and, at the same time, satisfy some explicitly declared conditions that are potentially not encountered in the learned style.
Data Collection and Architecture Information
The utilised corpus consists of 70 songs from two progressive rock bands, that have common musical characteristics, and were collected manually from web tablature learning sources 1 . Following the same methodology for conditional composition, similarly to (Makris et al., 2017) , the representation of input training data was based on text words with one-hot encodings.
The proposed architecture comprises separate modules for predicting the next drum event. The LSTM module learns sequences of consecutive drum events, while the Conditional (FF) module handle musical information regarding guitar, bass, metrical structure, tempo and grouping. This information is the sum of features of consecutive time-steps, in one-hot encodings, of the Conditional Input space within a moving window giving information about the past, current and future time-steps.
DeepDrum has 3 input spaces for different elements of drums, thus leading to 3 LSTM Block modules, while the Conditional input space is separated to 2 FF modules. The Pre-FF carries information for the past time-steps and is Figure 1 summarises the proposed architecture.
Experimental Setup
The introduced architecture is examined for producing drums rhythms according to the conditions given by pieces that were not included in the training set, with some of them having musical characteristics that have been not encountered in any piece of the training corpus (e.g. time signatures 3/8, 9/8). These four pieces, however, pertain to the learned style of the training corpus (denoted as P T -P F ). In addition we used 2 pieces from a different genre (in Disco style denoted as AB). Multiple generations were produced using initial seed-sentences, in different stages of the learning process with adjustable diversity parameter. Interested readers can listen to several excerpts generated with the proposed architecture on the web page of Humanistic and Social Informatics Lab of Ionian University 2 .
Drum rhythm features (Kaliakatsos-Papakostas et al., 2013) were extracted from the generated pieces. The mean values and standard deviations of these features covering all the bars of the generated content were used as global features of each piece. Figure 2 illustrates the two dimensional reduction of the global features of all pieces using the t-SNE (van der Maaten, 2009) technique. We can notice that: a) the network composes AB pieces that approach the features of this style (late generations are closer) while b) P T -P F pieces composed with unknown conditions of the learned styles cover areas around the corresponding Ground-Truth pieces.
Conclusions
This work introduces DeepDrum, an adaptive Neural Network application which learns and generates sequences under given musical constraints. The proposed architecture consists of a Recurrent module with LSTM blocks that learns sequences of consecutive drums' events along with two Feed-Forward (Conditional) Layers handling information for musical instruments, metrical structure, tempo and the grouping (phrasing).
The results shows the importance of the Conditional Layers which enable DeepDrum to simulate humans drummers in two tasks: respond to create "groove" with other instruments in any musical style, and foresee future musical changes (e.g. phrase and tempo changes). In addition, the Conditional Layers allows to keep the entire network "on-track" and enable it to respond to constraints that were not encountered during training (e.g. unknown -to the network -time signatures).
